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• in the scenario in which we use DC readout without a second Faraday, the total length
noise of the FC is a factor of 3 - 5 above requirement below 15 Hz.

In summary, HSTS small triple suspensions on an HAM ISI table meet the back
scatter noise requirements above 15 Hz for all of the scenarios considered here, including the
most demanding case of DC readout without the presence of an additional Faraday in the
squeezing path. Given that the requirements already include a factor of 10 safe margin, the
HSTS on HAM ISI is also acceptable below 15 Hz.

Note that this calculation is done open loop. The impact of a length control
loop is studied in Sec. 11.

6.4 Additional Vertical coupling on HSTS
Using the same model and noise sources of the previous section, but including an additional
3 mrad of coupling of the mirror vertical motion into length is shown in Fig. 5. This plots
shows that the bounce mode approaches the limiting noise floor only for the largest level of
backscattered light considered. With some additional damping of bounce modes, even that
level of backscatter could be accommodated with this additional vertical coupling,

Figure 5: Length noise of a 300m FC with HSTS on standard aLIGO HAM ISIs (T1800066),
with 3 mrad of vertical to length coupling, compared to length noise requirement
imposed by back scattered light noise.

6.5 Seismic isolation requirement for filter cavity relay optics
There are several relay optics that carry the squeezed beam to the IFO and they are dis-
tributed across multiple types of suspensions.

Here we calculate the length noise requirements for the various back scattered light levels
reported in table 1 and compare them with the length noise for various types of suspensions
in the path.
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